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HISTORY OF THE DRAWING CENTER
James W. Lyall’s Positive Motion Loom Company at 35 Wooster Street
Since its establishment in 1977, The Drawing Center has made its niche in the historic castiron district of SoHo, New York City. In 1986 the nonprofit museum moved to 35 Wooster
Street where it is still located today.
It is interesting to note that the site of To Cross (Walking New York)—the main gallery floor
of The Drawing Center—holds strong historical ties to the textile industry. Project Manager
Alisha Wessler researched the history of 35 Wooster by visiting archives and libraries
throughout New York City. She found that the building, originally known as Lyall House, was
built for and named after its original owner James W. Lyall who invented the Positive Motion
Loom Company in 1868.
The following texts and images in this section of the document reflect several historical
newspaper articles focusing on James Lyall and the Positive Motion Loom Company, which
made its headquarters at 35 Wooster Street. It is clear from these documents that the
Positive Motion Loom was an important innovation in the field of textiles.

Image source: “Important Improvements in the Weaving Art.” Manufacturer and Builder, (April, 1877), p. 88.

“Considerable attention has been lately attracted, in America, to a new arrangement of
power loom, designed by Mr. James Lyall, of New York. The distinguished feature in this
loom is that the shuttle, instead of being impelled to and fro by the action of the picker
staffs as usual, receives what the inventor terms a ‘positive motion,’ or, in other words, it is
under the complete command of the driving mechanism during the whole of its traverse.
The idea of giving a positive motion to a shuttle is, we believe, not in itself new; but the
arrangement adopted by Mr. Lyall is not only novel but highly ingenious.”
-“Lyall's Positive Motion Loom.” Engineering Weekly, p. 159

Image source: “Lyall's Positive Motion Loom.” Engineering Weekly 3 September 1869, p. 159.

Image source: “Improvement in Looms.” Scientific American. July 10, 1869. Vol. 21, No. 2, p. 17.

“The inventor of the “positive motion” loom is Mr. James Lyall, of the firm of J. & W. Lyall of
New York city. Not content with his achievement as here described, Mr. Lyall is constantly
seeking new applications of its principle. By combining the Jacquard apparatus with the
positive motion shuttle, he has produced a wonderful machine, which weaves corsets with
every gore, every gusset, and every welt much nearer perfect than if the articles were made
by hand. Five corsets a day was formerly the labor of one workman…It may fairly be
considered as representing the greatest advance in weaving that has been accomplished
since the days of Cartwright and Jacquard.”
-“The Lyall Positive Motion Loom.” Harper's Weekly, p. 1012

Image source: “Corset and Bag Weaving.” Manufacturer and Builder, (April, 1877), p. 89.

Image source: “The Lyall Positive Motion Loom.” Harper's Weekly, December 16, 1876, p. 1013.

“In this loom the shuttle is carried through the warp by a positive motion upon a carrier
very ingeniously arranged to throw no strain or friction upon the warp threads; Its
advantages are that it enables cloth of any width to be woven as readily as narrow goods. It
produces a superior selvage, because of the even manner in which the weft is deposited,
and that a strain is kept upon the weft thread until the reed beats it home. It enables the
finest silks to be woven by power at a high speed, and it removes all liability to serious
"smashes" common to the ordinary flying shuttle. We consider this a very important
improvement, and one worthy the highest award.”
- Documents of the Assembly of the State, “Report on Looms” 1869-70
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